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CONCRETE REFINED

On The Cover: Iva & Subway Tiles with Brass Edge Adorn
© Studio Kristin Hulda
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ABOUT COLOUR

Colour variation is an inherent property of Limesite. In a single colour cast 
of tiles one can expect many shades of that colour to occur as well as blasts 
of white. The variation is what makes Limesite tiles so appealing. Colour 
variation is not a flaw and should be considered when specifying your 
projects.

TEXTURE | DIMENSIONS

Dimension surfaces have a lot of visible movement.  Our new improved 
Quad Coat sealer in June 2020 enhances the colour and texture on our 
Dimensions side of the tile. Surface imperfections are an inherent property of 
the Dimension side and is not a flaw but rather an aesthetic appeal.

The tiles are hand crafted and our quality control procedures will see to it 
that there is a level of consistency on the quality.

TEXTURE | SILK

Our Silk surface is a more stable looking surface texture and is smoother to 
the touch due to the in-mould finish. The tiles will still have colour variation 
but is not as pronounced as the Dimension side. For a more accurate 
understanding of what to expect on an installation please look at past 
projects.

Always look at samples in conjunction with images of projects for an 
understanding of the aesthetics.

TILE SHAPE AND COLOUR

Different tile shapes have different movements in the Limesite.  This means 
when choosing a Iva do not look at the Tri tile for an understanding of the end 
result rather look at a tile with a similar shape or past projects of that specific 
tile.
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CUSTOM COLOUR 
DEVELOPMENT

We pride ourselves in our R&D capabilities and through the years of 
development and perfecting Limesite we have also created a process that 
allows us to develop custom colours for clients.

This allows you to have a truly unique project. You provide us with a swatch 
preferably a Pantone and we will develop a colour match – keeping in mind 
that there will still be the variations of shades within the casts.

The colour is not an exact match but will be within a range. Like all new 
product developments, it is not an exact science and there is no guarantee 
that it will always be achievable to the expected standard however for a 
small fee it is worth the try for the potential outcome of a truly bespoke 
installation.

This option is great for hotels, lodges, restaurants and brands.
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LOWVELD COAL
P0L

DOVE GREY
P1X2

STANDARD TILE COLOURS
GREY TONES
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KIEPERSOL
P37

WOODLANDS
P45

EMERALD
P42

STANDARD TILE COLOURS
COOL TONES

BALLITO
P38

WOLKBLUE
P30
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SAINT
P35

STANDARD TILE COLOURS
WARM TONES

CORAL
P46

SYRAH
P58
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Cross Tile in Dove Grey Dimensions
Private Residential, Johannesburg, South Africa

© Storehaus Design
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150mm x 150mm
10mm thickness

80 tiles/sqm

Finish:
Silk , Dimensions & Adorn

Suitability:
Wall & Floor
Indoor & Outdoor

CROSS
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

CROSS TILE
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 

Line Drawing (mm)

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS 150mm x 150mm THICKNESS 10mm

AREA 80 tiles / m2 ±  0.013 m2  / tile WEIGHT ±  25.6 kg / m2

COLOURS P0L | P1X2 | P30 | P35 | P36 | P37 | P38 | P42 | P45 | P46 | P47 | P55 | P58 | P63 | P64 | P65 | P66 | P68 | *

FINISH Silk | Dimensions | Adorn

MATERIAL Limesite™ (high performance, integrally coloured concrete)

SUITABILITY Indoor | Outdoor | Wet Areas# USE Wall | Floor

PACKAGING

BOX DIMENSIONS BOX B03 FULL PALLET DIMENSIONS PALLET

L W H tiles area weight L W H boxes area weight

320 mm 175 mm 160 mm 32 0.40 m2 ± 10.24 kg 1000 mm 1231 mm 612 mm 63 ± 25.2 m2 ± 647 kg

*Colour variance is an inherent property of our products as they are handmade and colour may vary from tile to tile. The onus is on the client to confirm 
colours by looking at physical samples and completed projects. Custom colour development available on request. Please refer to the website for more 
information.
#Wolkberg recommends applying a protective nano coat layer of Wolkseal Diamond over tiles and grouting post installation. Please refer to the website 
for Care & Maintenance details.
Wolkberg recommends implementing a simple maintenance program in public spaces. For more information email: design@wolkberg.com

Disclaimer: All data is based on averages as our products are handmade and can vary from tile to tile.

Dimensions finish: Wolkwhite Silk finish: Wolkwhite
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

CROSS TILE
TILING LAYOUT POSSIBILITIES

3.2.1.

These tessellations have been selected for their visual effect and beauty. We have taken into account tile dimensions and tile variations. We’re trying to 
take the mystery out of bespoke tiling - if you have any feedback please get in touch.
If you need further assistance, kindly email: design@wolkberg.com or design1@wolkberg.com

Copyright of tile style/dimensions and tessellations belongs to Wolkberg Casting Studios (Pty) Ltd
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Coral Dimensions

240mm x 25mm
16mm thickness

160 tiles/sqm

Finish:
Silk , Dimensions & Adorn

Suitability:
Wall & Floor
Indoor & Outdoor

IVA
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

IVA TILE
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 

Dimensions finish: Lowveld CoalLine Drawing (mm)

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS 240mm x 25mm THICKNESS 16mm

AREA 160 tiles / m2 ±  0.006 m2  / tile WEIGHT ±  40.96 kg / m2

COLOURS P0L | P1X2 | P30 | P35 | P36 | P37 | P38 | P42 | P45 | P46 | P47 | P55 | P58 | P68 | *

FINISH Silk | Dimensions | Adorn

MATERIAL Limesite™ (high performance, integrally coloured concrete)

SUITABILITY Indoor | Outdoor | Wet Areas# USE Wall | Floor

PACKAGING

BOX DIMENSIONS BOX B01 FULL PALLET DIMENSIONS PALLET

L W H tiles area weight L W H boxes area weight

155 mm 172 mm 250 mm 59 0.37 m2 ± 15.1 kg 1000 mm 1210 mm 631 mm 84 ±30.98m2 ± 1269 kg

*Colour variance is an inherent property of our products as they are handmade and colour may vary from tile to tile. The onus is on the client to confirm 
colours by looking at physical samples and completed projects. Custom colour development available on request. Please refer to the website for more 
information.
#Wolkberg recommends applying a protective nano coat layer of Wolkseal Diamond over tiles and grouting post installation. Please refer to the website 
for Care & Maintenance details.
Wolkberg recommends implementing a simple maintenance program in public spaces. For more information email: design@wolkberg.com

Disclaimer: All data is based on averages as our products are handmade and can vary from tile to tile.

Silk finish: Lowveld Coal
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

IVA TILE
TILING LAYOUT POSSIBILITIES

3.2.1.

4. 5. 6.

7.

These tessellations have been selected for their visual effect and beauty. We have taken into account tile dimensions and tile variations. We’re trying to 
take the mystery out of bespoke tiling - if you have any feedback please get in touch.
If you need further assistance, kindly email: design@wolkberg.com or design1@wolkberg.com

Copyright of tile style/dimensions and tessellations belongs to Wolkberg Casting Studios (Pty) Ltd
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100mm x 193mm
10mm thickness

102 tiles/sqm

Finish:
Silk , Dimensions & Adorn

Suitability:
Wall & Floor
Indoor & Outdoor

LENE
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

LENE TILE
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 

Dimensions finish: Lowveld CoalLine Drawing (mm)

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS 193mm x 100mm THICKNESS 10mm

AREA 102 tiles / m2 ±  0.01 m2  / tile WEIGHT ±  25.6 kg / m2

COLOURS P0L | P1X2 | P30 | P35 | P36 | P37 | P38 | P42 | P45 | P46 | P47 | P55 | P58 | P63 | P64 | P65 | P66 | P68 | *

FINISH Silk | Dimensions | Adorn

MATERIAL Limesite™ (high performance, integrally coloured concrete)

SUITABILITY Indoor | Outdoor | Wet Areas# USE Wall | Floor

PACKAGING

BOX DIMENSIONS BOX B02 FULL PALLET DIMENSIONS PALLET

L W H tiles area weight L W H boxes area weight

235 mm 208 mm 210 mm 88 0.86 m2 ±22.08 kg 1000 mm 1054 mm 756 mm 72 ±62.09m2 ± 1590 kg

*Colour variance is an inherent property of our products as they are handmade and colour may vary from tile to tile. The onus is on the client to confirm 
colours by looking at physical samples and completed projects. Custom colour development available on request. Please refer to the website for more 
information.
#Wolkberg recommends applying a protective nano coat layer of Wolkseal Diamond over tiles and grouting post installation. Please refer to the website 
for Care & Maintenance details.
Wolkberg recommends implementing a simple maintenance program in public spaces. For more information email: design@wolkberg.com

Disclaimer: All data is based on averages as our products are handmade and can vary from tile to tile.
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

LENE TILE
TILING LAYOUT POSSIBILITIES

3.2.1.

4.

These tessellations have been selected for their visual effect and beauty. We have taken into account tile dimensions and tile variations. We’re trying to 
take the mystery out of bespoke tiling - if you have any feedback please get in touch.
If you need further assistance, kindly email: design@wolkberg.com or design1@wolkberg.com

Copyright of tile style/dimensions and tessellations belongs to Wolkberg Casting Studios (Pty) Ltd
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193mm x 196mm
10mm thickness

35 tiles/sqm

Finish:
Silk , Dimensions & Adorn

Suitability:
Wall & Floor
Indoor & Outdoor

LIM
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

LIM TILE
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 

Dimensions finish: TerracottaLine Drawing (mm)

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS 193mm x 196mm THICKNESS 10mm

AREA 35 tiles / m2 ±  0.029 m2  / tile WEIGHT ±  25.6 kg / m2

COLOURS P0L | P1X2 | P30 | P35 | P36 | P37 | P38 | P42 | P45 | P46 | P47 | P55 | P58 | P63 | P64 | P65 | P66 | P68 | *

FINISH Silk | Dimensions | Adorn

MATERIAL Limesite™ (high performance, integrally coloured concrete)

SUITABILITY Indoor | Outdoor | Wet Areas# USE Wall | Floor

PACKAGING

BOX DIMENSIONS BOX B02 FULL PALLET DIMENSIONS PALLET

L W H tiles area weight L W H boxes area weight

235 mm 208 mm 210 mm 22 0.63 m2 ± 16.16 kg 1200 mm 1054 mm 756 mm 72 ±45.46m2 ± 1164 kg

*Colour variance is an inherent property of our products as they are handmade and colour may vary from tile to tile. The onus is on the client to confirm 
colours by looking at physical samples and completed projects. Custom colour development available on request. Please refer to the website for more 
information.
#Wolkberg recommends applying a protective nano coat layer of Wolkseal Diamond over tiles and grouting post installation. Please refer to the website 
for Care & Maintenance details.
Wolkberg recommends implementing a simple maintenance program in public spaces. For more information email: design@wolkberg.com

Disclaimer: All data is based on averages as our products are handmade and can vary from tile to tile.
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

LIM TILE
TILING LAYOUT POSSIBILITIES

3.2.1.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8.

These tessellations have been selected for their visual effect and beauty. We have taken into account tile dimensions and tile variations. We’re trying to 
take the mystery out of bespoke tiling - if you have any feedback please get in touch.
If you need further assistance, kindly email: design@wolkberg.com or design1@wolkberg.com

Copyright of tile style/dimensions and tessellations belongs to Wolkberg Casting Studios (Pty) Ltd
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Mini Subway Tile in Coral Dimensions
Hello Tomato & Senor Peri-Peri, Johannesburg, South Africa

©MOMOD
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180mm x 58mm
16mm thickness

93 tiles/sqm

Finish:
Dimensions & Adorn

Suitability:
Wall & Floor
Indoor & Outdoor

MINI SUBWAY
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

MINI SUBWAY TILE
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 

Dimensions finish: BallitoLine Drawing (mm)

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS 180mm x 58mm THICKNESS 16mm

AREA 93 tiles / m2 ±  0.011 m2  / tile WEIGHT ±  40.96 kg / m2

COLOURS P0L | P1X2 | P30 | P35 | P36 | P37 | P38 | P42 | P45 | P46 | P47 | P55 | P58 | P68 | *

FINISH Dimensions | Adorn

MATERIAL Limesite™ (high performance, integrally coloured concrete)

SUITABILITY Indoor | Outdoor | Wet Areas# USE Wall | Floor

PACKAGING

BOX DIMENSIONS BOX B02 FULL PALLET DIMENSIONS PALLET

L W H tiles area weight L W H boxes area weight

235 mm 208 mm 210 mm 45 0.49 m2 ±19.9 kg 1000 mm 1054 mm 756 mm 73 ±34.99m2 ± 1433 kg

*Colour variance is an inherent property of our products as they are handmade and colour may vary from tile to tile. The onus is on the client to confirm 
colours by looking at physical samples and completed projects. Custom colour development available on request. Please refer to the website for more 
information.
#Wolkberg recommends applying a protective nano coat layer of Wolkseal Diamond over tiles and grouting post installation. Please refer to the website 
for Care & Maintenance details.
Wolkberg recommends implementing a simple maintenance program in public spaces. For more information email: design@wolkberg.com

Disclaimer: All data is based on averages as our products are handmade and can vary from tile to tile.
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

MINI SUBWAY TILE
TILING LAYOUT POSSIBILITIES

3.2.1.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8.

These tessellations have been selected for their visual effect and beauty. We have taken into account tile dimensions and tile variations. We’re trying to 
take the mystery out of bespoke tiling - if you have any feedback please get in touch.
If you need further assistance, kindly email: design@wolkberg.com or design1@wolkberg.com

Copyright of tile style/dimensions and tessellations belongs to Wolkberg Casting Studios (Pty) Ltd
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200mm x 200mm
10mm thickness

50 tiles/sqm

Finish:
Silk , Dimensions & Adorn

Suitability:
Wall & Floor
Indoor & Outdoor

OBLIQUE
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

OBLIQUE TILE
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 

Dimensions finish: BallitoLine Drawing (mm)

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS 200mm x 200mm THICKNESS 10mm

AREA 50 tiles / m2 ±  0.02 m2  / tile WEIGHT ±  25.6 kg / m2

COLOURS P0L | P1X2 | P30 | P35 | P36 | P37 | P38 | P42 | P45 | P46 | P47 | P55 | P58 | P63 | P64 | P65 | P66 | P68 | *

FINISH Silk | Dimensions | Adorn

MATERIAL Limesite™ (high performance, integrally coloured concrete)

SUITABILITY Indoor | Outdoor | Wet Areas# USE Wall | Floor

PACKAGING

BOX DIMENSIONS BOX B02 FULL PALLET DIMENSIONS PALLET

L W H tiles area weight L W H boxes area weight

235 mm 208 mm 210 mm 40 0.80 m2 ± 20.48 kg 1000 mm 1054 mm 756 mm 72 ±57.60 m2 ± 1475 kg

*Colour variance is an inherent property of our products as they are handmade and colour may vary from tile to tile. The onus is on the client to confirm 
colours by looking at physical samples and completed projects. Custom colour development available on request. Please refer to the website for more 
information.
#Wolkberg recommends applying a protective nano coat layer of Wolkseal Diamond over tiles and grouting post installation. Please refer to the website 
for Care & Maintenance details.
Wolkberg recommends implementing a simple maintenance program in public spaces. For more information email: design@wolkberg.com

Disclaimer: All data is based on averages as our products are handmade and can vary from tile to tile.
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

OBLIQUE TILE
TILING LAYOUT POSSIBILITIES

3.2.1.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.

These tessellations have been selected for their visual effect and beauty. We have taken into account tile dimensions and tile variations. We’re trying to 
take the mystery out of bespoke tiling - if you have any feedback please get in touch.
If you need further assistance, kindly email: design@wolkberg.com or design1@wolkberg.com

Copyright of tile style/dimensions and tessellations belongs to Wolkberg Casting Studios (Pty) Ltd
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Wolkwhite Dimensions

240mm x 78mm
16mm thickness

52 tiles/sqm

Finish:
Dimensions & Adorn

Suitability:
Wall & Floor
Indoor & Outdoor

SUBWAY
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

SUBWAY TILE
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 

Line Drawing (mm)

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS 240mm x 78mm THICKNESS 16mm

AREA 52 tiles / m2 ±  0.019 m2  / tile WEIGHT ±  40.96 kg / m2

COLOURS P0L | P1X2 | P30 | P35 | P36 | P37 | P38 | P42 | P45 | P46 | P47 | P55 | P58 | P68 | *

FINISH Dimensions | Adorn

MATERIAL Limesite™ (high performance, integrally coloured concrete)

SUITABILITY Indoor | Outdoor | Wet Areas# USE Wall | Floor

PACKAGING

BOX DIMENSIONS BOX B01 FULL PALLET DIMENSIONS PALLET

L W H tiles area weight L W H boxes area weight

155 mm 172 mm 250 mm 18 0.35 m2 ± 14.16 kg 1000 mm 1210 mm 631 mm 84 ±29.03m2 ± 1189 kg

*Colour variance is an inherent property of our products as they are handmade and colour may vary from tile to tile. The onus is on the client to confirm 
colours by looking at physical samples and completed projects. Custom colour development available on request. Please refer to the website for more 
information.
#Wolkberg recommends applying a protective nano coat layer of Wolkseal Diamond over tiles and grouting post installation. Please refer to the website 
for Care & Maintenance details.
Wolkberg recommends implementing a simple maintenance program in public spaces. For more information email: design@wolkberg.com

Disclaimer: All data is based on averages as our products are handmade and can vary from tile to tile.

Dimensions finish: Lowveld Coal
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

SUBWAY TILE
TILING LAYOUT POSSIBILITIES

3.2.1.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8.

These tessellations have been selected for their visual effect and beauty. We have taken into account tile dimensions and tile variations. We’re trying to 
take the mystery out of bespoke tiling - if you have any feedback please get in touch.
If you need further assistance, kindly email: design@wolkberg.com or design1@wolkberg.com

Copyright of tile style/dimensions and tessellations belongs to Wolkberg Casting Studios (Pty) Ltd
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140mm x 140mm
10mm thickness

100 tiles/sqm

Finish:
Silk , Dimensions & Adorn

Suitability:
Wall & Floor
Indoor & Outdoor

THIA
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

THIA TILE
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 

Dimensions Finish: LunaLine Drawing (mm)

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS 140mm x 140mm THICKNESS 10mm

AREA 100 tiles / m2 ±  0.01 m2  / tile WEIGHT ±  25.6 kg / m2

COLOURS P0L | P1X2 | P30 | P35 | P36 | P37 | P38 | P42 | P45 | P46 | P47 | P55 | P58 | P63 | P64 | P65 | P66 | P68 | *

FINISH Silk | Dimensions | Adorn

MATERIAL Limesite™ (high performance, integrally coloured concrete)

SUITABILITY Indoor | Outdoor | Wet Areas# USE Wall | Floor

PACKAGING

BOX DIMENSIONS BOX B03 FULL PALLET DIMENSIONS PALLET

L W H tiles area weight L W H boxes area weight

320 mm 175 mm 160 mm 88 0.88 m2 ±22.53 kg 1000 mm 1231 mm 612 mm 63 ±55.44m2 ± 1419 kg

*Colour variance is an inherent property of our products as they are handmade and colour may vary from tile to tile. The onus is on the client to confirm 
colours by looking at physical samples and completed projects. Custom colour development available on request. Please refer to the website for more 
information.
#Wolkberg recommends applying a protective nano coat layer of Wolkseal Diamond over tiles and grouting post installation. Please refer to the website 
for Care & Maintenance details.
Wolkberg recommends implementing a simple maintenance program in public spaces. For more information email: design@wolkberg.com

Disclaimer: All data is based on averages as our products are handmade and can vary from tile to tile.
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

THIA TILE
TILING LAYOUT POSSIBILITIES

3.2.1.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.

These tessellations have been selected for their visual effect and beauty. We have taken into account tile dimensions and tile variations. We’re trying to 
take the mystery out of bespoke tiling - if you have any feedback please get in touch.
If you need further assistance, kindly email: design@wolkberg.com or design1@wolkberg.com

Copyright of tile style/dimensions and tessellations belongs to Wolkberg Casting Studios (Pty) Ltd
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Ndebele Tile in Saint Silk, Coral Silk, Syrah Silk, Wolkwhite Silk, Wolkblue Silk and Dove Grey Silk
Motherland Linksfield, Johannesburg, South Africa

© Angie Batis Durrant
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Saint Silk

250mm x 150mm
16mm thickness

34 tiles/sqm

Finish:
Silk , Dimensions & Adorn

Suitability:
Wall & Floor
Indoor & Outdoor

NDEBELE

http://www.kristinhulda.com
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

NDEBELE TILE
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 

Silk finish: WolkwhiteLine Drawing (mm)

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS 250mm x 150mm THICKNESS 16mm

AREA 34 tiles / m2 ±  0.029 m2  / tile WEIGHT ±  40.96 kg / m2

COLOURS P0L | P1X2 | P30 | P35 | P36 | P37 | P38 | P42 | P45 | P46 | P47 | P55 | P58 | P68 | *

FINISH Silk | Dimensions | Adorn

MATERIAL Limesite™ (high performance, integrally coloured concrete)

SUITABILITY Indoor | Outdoor | Wet Areas# USE Wall | Floor

PACKAGING

BOX DIMENSIONS BOX B01 FULL PALLET DIMENSIONS PALLET

L W H tiles area weight L W H boxes area weight

155 mm 172 mm 250 mm 10 0.29 m2 ± 10.17 kg 1000 mm 1210 mm 631 mm 84 ± 24.61 m2 ± 854 kg

*Colour variance is an inherent property of our products as they are handmade and colour may vary from tile to tile. The onus is on the client to confirm 
colours by looking at physical samples and completed projects. Custom colour development available on request. Please refer to the website for more 
information.
#Wolkberg recommends applying a protective nano coat layer of Wolkseal Diamond over tiles and grouting post installation. Please refer to the website 
for Care & Maintenance details.
Wolkberg recommends implementing a simple maintenance program in public spaces. For more information email: design@wolkberg.com

Disclaimer: All data is based on averages as our products are handmade and can vary from tile to tile.
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

NDEBELE TILE
TILING LAYOUT POSSIBILITIES

2.1. 3.

These tessellations have been selected for their visual effect and beauty. We have taken into account tile dimensions and tile variations. We’re trying to 
take the mystery out of bespoke tiling - if you have any feedback please get in touch.
If you need further assistance, kindly email: design@wolkberg.com or design1@wolkberg.com

Copyright of tile style/dimensions and tessellations belongs to Wolkberg Casting Studios (Pty) Ltd
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Leaf Tile in Dove Grey Silk, Lowveld Coal Silk, Coral Silk and Copper Guilded
The Jasmine, Johannesburg, South Africa
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Dove Grey Silk

215mm x 160mm
16mm thickness

52 tiles/sqm

Finish:
Silk , Dimensions & Adorn

Suitability:
Wall
Indoor & Outdoor

LEAF
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

LEAF TILE
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 

Silk finish: Dove GreyLine Drawing (mm)

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS 215mm x 160mm THICKNESS 16mm

AREA 52 tiles / m2 ±  0.019 m2  / tile WEIGHT ±  40.96 kg / m2

COLOURS P0L | P1X2 | P30 | P35 | P36 | P37 | P38 | P42 | P45 | P46 | P47 | P55 | P58 | P68 | *

FINISH Silk | Dimensions | Adorn

MATERIAL Limesite™ (high performance, integrally coloured concrete)

SUITABILITY Indoor | Outdoor | Wet Areas# USE Wall

PACKAGING

BOX DIMENSIONS BOX B03 FULL PALLET DIMENSIONS PALLET

L W H tiles area weight L W H boxes area weight

320 mm 175 mm 160 mm 21 0.4 m2 ± 16.58 kg 1000 mm 1231 mm 612 mm 63 ±25.49m2 ± 1044 kg

*Colour variance is an inherent property of our products as they are handmade and colour may vary from tile to tile. The onus is on the client to confirm 
colours by looking at physical samples and completed projects. Custom colour development available on request. Please refer to the website for more 
information.
#Wolkberg recommends applying a protective nano coat layer of Wolkseal Diamond over tiles and grouting post installation. Please refer to the website 
for Care & Maintenance details.
Wolkberg recommends implementing a simple maintenance program in public spaces. For more information email: design@wolkberg.com

Disclaimer: All data is based on averages as our products are handmade and can vary from tile to tile.
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

LEAF TILE
TILING LAYOUT POSSIBILITIES

3.2.1.

These tessellations have been selected for their visual effect and beauty. We have taken into account tile dimensions and tile variations. We’re trying to 
take the mystery out of bespoke tiling - if you have any feedback please get in touch.
If you need further assistance, kindly email: design@wolkberg.com or design1@wolkberg.com

Copyright of tile style/dimensions and tessellations belongs to Wolkberg Casting Studios (Pty) Ltd
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Scallop Tile in Emerald Silk
Tapenade and Friends, Johannesburg, South Africa
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Lowveld Coal Silk

135mm x 190mm
10mm thickness

74 tiles/sqm

Finish:
Silk , Dimensions & Adorn

Suitability:
Wall & Floor
Indoor & Outdoor

SCALLOP
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

SCALLOP TILE
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 

Silk finish: WolkwhiteLine Drawing (mm)

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS 190mm x 135mm THICKNESS 10mm

AREA 74 tiles / m2 ±  0.014 m2  / tile WEIGHT ±  25.6 kg / m2

COLOURS P0L | P1X2 | P30 | P35 | P36 | P37 | P38 | P42 | P45 | P46 | P47 | P55 | P58 | P63 | P64 | P65 | P66 | P68 | *

FINISH Silk | Dimensions | Adorn

MATERIAL Limesite™ (high performance, integrally coloured concrete)

SUITABILITY Indoor | Outdoor | Wet Areas# USE Wall | Floor

PACKAGING

BOX DIMENSIONS BOX B01 FULL PALLET DIMENSIONS PALLET

L W H tiles area weight L W H boxes area weight

155 mm 172 mm 250 mm 32 0.43 m2 ± 11.1 kg 1000 mm 1210 mm 631 mm 84 ±36.34m2 ± 930 kg

Dimensions finish: Wolkwhite

*Colour variance is an inherent property of our products as they are handmade and colour may vary from tile to tile. The onus is on the client to confirm 
colours by looking at physical samples and completed projects. Custom colour development available on request. Please refer to the website for more 
information.
#Wolkberg recommends applying a protective nano coat layer of Wolkseal Diamond over tiles and grouting post installation. Please refer to the website 
for Care & Maintenance details.
Wolkberg recommends implementing a simple maintenance program in public spaces. For more information email: design@wolkberg.com

Disclaimer: All data is based on averages as our products are handmade and can vary from tile to tile.
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

SCALLOP TILE
TILING LAYOUT POSSIBILITIES

3.2.1.

4. 5.

These tessellations have been selected for their visual effect and beauty. We have taken into account tile dimensions and tile variations. We’re trying to 
take the mystery out of bespoke tiling - if you have any feedback please get in touch.
If you need further assistance, kindly email: design@wolkberg.com or design1@wolkberg.com

Copyright of tile style/dimensions and tessellations belongs to Wolkberg Casting Studios (Pty) Ltd
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

PWANI TILE
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 

Line Drawing (mm)

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS 147mm x 133mm THICKNESS 10mm

AREA  100 tiles / m2 ± 0.01  m2  / tile WEIGHT ± 25.6  kg / m2

COLOURS P0L | P1X2 | P30 | P35 | P36 | P37 | P38 | P42 | P45 | P46 | P47 | P55 | P58 | P63 | P64 | P65 | P66 | P68 | *

FINISH Silk | Dimensions | Adorn

MATERIAL Limesite™ (high performance, integrally coloured concrete)

SUITABILITY Indoor | Outdoor | Wet Areas# USE Wall | Floor

PACKAGING

BOX DIMENSIONS BOX B01 FULL PALLET DIMENSIONS PALLET

L W H tiles area weight L W H boxes area weight

155 mm 172 mm 250 mm 48 0.48 m2 ± 12.29 kg 1000 mm 1210 mm 631 mm 84 ± 40.32m2 ± 1032 kg

*Colour variance is an inherent property of our products as they are handmade and colour may vary from tile to tile. The onus is on the client to confirm 
colours by looking at physical samples and completed projects. Custom colour development available on request. Please refer to the website for more 
information.
#Wolkberg recommends applying a protective nano coat layer of Wolkseal Diamond over tiles and grouting post installation. Please refer to the website 
for Care & Maintenance details.
Wolkberg recommends implementing a simple maintenance program in public spaces. For more information email: design@wolkberg.com

Disclaimer: All data is based on averages as our products are handmade and can vary from tile to tile.

Dimensions finish: Kiepersol Silk finish: Kiepersol
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PWANI TILE
TILING LAYOUT POSSIBILITIES

3. Dimensions finish2. Silk finish1. Silk finish

4. Dimensions finish

These tessellations have been selected for their visual effect and beauty. We have taken into account tile dimensions and tile variations. We’re trying to 
take the mystery out of bespoke tiling - if you have any feedback please get in touch.
If you need further assistance, kindly email: design@wolkberg.com or design1@wolkberg.com

Copyright of tile style/dimensions and tessellations belongs to Wolkberg Casting Studios (Pty) Ltd
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Wolkwhite Dimensions

185mm x 185mm
10mm thickness

40 tiles/sqm

Finish:
Silk , Dimensions & Adorn

Suitability:
Wall & Floor
Indoor & Outdoor

TRI
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PDM-DS-REV-APR2021

TRI TILE
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 

Dimensions finish: WolkwhiteLine Drawing (mm)

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS 185mm x 185mm THICKNESS 10mm

AREA 40 tiles / m2 ± 0.023 m2  / tile WEIGHT ± 25.6 kg / m2

COLOURS P0L | P1X2 | P30 | P35 | P36 | P37 | P38 | P42 | P45 | P46 | P47 | P55 | P58 | P63 | P64 | P65 | P66 | P68 | *

FINISH Silk | Dimensions | Adorn

MATERIAL Limesite™ (high performance, integrally coloured concrete)

SUITABILITY Indoor | Outdoor | Wet Areas# USE Wall | Floor

PACKAGING

BOX DIMENSIONS BOX B02 FULL PALLET DIMENSIONS PALLET

L W H tiles area weight L W H boxes area weight

235 mm 208 mm 210 mm 23 0.58 m2 ± 14.72 kg 1000 mm 1054 mm 756 mm 72 ± 41.40 m2 ± 1060 kg

*Colour variance is an inherent property of our products as they are handmade and colour may vary from tile to tile. The onus is on the client to confirm 
colours by looking at physical samples and completed projects. Custom colour development available on request. Please refer to the website for more 
information.
#Wolkberg recommends applying a protective nano coat layer of Wolkseal Diamond over tiles and grouting post installation. Please refer to the website 
for Care & Maintenance details.
Wolkberg recommends implementing a simple maintenance program in public spaces. For more information email: design@wolkberg.com

Disclaimer: All data is based on averages as our products are handmade and can vary from tile to tile.

Silk finish: Wolkwhite
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TRI TILE
TILING LAYOUT POSSIBILITIES

2.1.

These tessellations have been selected for their visual effect and beauty. We have taken into account tile dimensions and tile variations. We’re trying to 
take the mystery out of bespoke tiling - if you have any feedback please get in touch.
If you need further assistance, kindly email: design@wolkberg.com or design1@wolkberg.com

Copyright of tile style/dimensions and tessellations belongs to Wolkberg Casting Studios (Pty) Ltd
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150mm x 30mm
10mm thickness

222 tiles/sqm

Finish:
Silk , Dimensions & Adorn

Suitability:
Wall & Floor
Indoor & Outdoor

ALF
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ALF TILE
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 

*Colour variance is an inherent property of our products as they are handmade and colour may vary from tile to tile. The onus is on the client to confirm 
colours by looking at physical samples and completed projects. Custom colour development available on request. Please refer to the website for more 
information.
#Wolkberg recommends applying a protective nano coat layer of Wolkseal Diamond over tiles and grouting post installation. Please refer to the website 
for Care & Maintenance details.
Wolkberg recommends implementing a simple maintenance program in public spaces. For more information email: design@wolkberg.com

Disclaimer: All data is based on averages as our products are handmade and can vary from tile to tile.

Line Drawing (mm)

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS 150mm x 30mm THICKNESS 10mm

AREA  222 tiles / m2 ±  0.0045 m2  / tile WEIGHT ±  25.6 kg / m2

COLOURS P0L | P1X2 | P30 | P35 | P36 | P37 | P38 | P42 | P45 | P46 | P47 | P55 | P58 | P63 | P64 | P65 | P66 | P68 | *

FINISH Silk | Dimensions | Adorn

MATERIAL Limesite™ (high performance, integrally coloured concrete)

SUITABILITY Indoor | Outdoor | Wet Areas# USE Wall | Floor

PACKAGING

BOX DIMENSIONS BOX B01 FULL PALLET DIMENSIONS PALLET

L W H tiles area weight L W H boxes area weight

155 mm 172 mm 250 mm 144 0.65 m2 ± 16.6 kg 1000 mm 1210 mm 501 mm 84 ± 54.5 m2 ± 1395 kg

Dimensions finish: Syrah Silk finish: Wolkwhite
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ALF TILE
TILING LAYOUT POSSIBILITIES

These tessellations have been selected for their visual effect and beauty. We have taken into account tile dimensions and tile variations. We’re trying to 
take the mystery out of bespoke tiling - if you have any feedback please get in touch.
If you need further assistance, kindly email: design@wolkberg.com or design1@wolkberg.com

Copyright of tile style/dimensions and tessellations belongs to Wolkberg Casting Studios (Pty) Ltd

3.2.1.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8.
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Bau Tile in Nossob Silk
Fabrica do Prego, Cape Town, South Africa

© Talya Goldberg
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300mm x 50mm
10mm thickness

67 tiles/sqm

Finish:
Silk , Dimensions & Adorn

Suitability:
Wall & Floor
Indoor & Outdoor

BAU

Kiepersol Silk
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BAU TILE
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 

Line Drawing (mm)

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS 300mm x 50mm THICKNESS 10mm

AREA 67 tiles / m2 ±  0.014 m2  / tile WEIGHT ±  25.6 kg / m2

COLOURS P0L | P1X2 | P30 | P35 | P36 | P37 | P38 | P42 | P45 | P46 | P47 | P55 | P58 | P63 | P64 | P65 | P66 | P68 | *

FINISH Silk | Dimensions | Adorn

MATERIAL Limesite™ (high performance, integrally coloured concrete)

SUITABILITY Indoor | Outdoor | Wet Areas# USE Wall | Floor

PACKAGING

BOX DIMENSIONS BOX B03 FULL PALLET DIMENSIONS PALLET

L W H tiles area weight L W H boxes area weight

235 mm 208 mm 210 mm 51 0.76 m2 ± 19.49 kg 1000 mm 1054 mm 756 mm 63 ±47.96 m2 ± 1228 kg

Silk finish: Kiepersol Dimension finish: Emerald

*Colour variance is an inherent property of our products as they are handmade and colour may vary from tile to tile. The onus is on the client to confirm 
colours by looking at physical samples and completed projects. Custom colour development available on request. Please refer to the website for more 
information.
#Wolkberg recommends applying a protective nano coat layer of Wolkseal Diamond over tiles and grouting post installation. Please refer to the website 
for Care & Maintenance details.
Wolkberg recommends implementing a simple maintenance program in public spaces. For more information email: design@wolkberg.com

Disclaimer: All data is based on averages as our products are handmade and can vary from tile to tile.
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BAU TILE
TILING LAYOUT POSSIBILITIES

These tessellations have been selected for their visual effect and beauty. We have taken into account tile dimensions and tile variations. We’re trying to 
take the mystery out of bespoke tiling - if you have any feedback please get in touch. 
If you need further assistance, kindly email: design@wolkberg.com or design1@wolkberg.com

Copyright of tile style/dimensions and tessellations belongs to Wolkberg Casting Studios (Pty) Ltd

3.2.1.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8.
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Wolkwhite Silk

300mm x 50mm
17mm thickness

67 tiles/sqm

Finish:
Silk

Suitability:
Wall & Floor
Indoor & Outdoor

HAUS
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HAUS TILE
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 

Line Drawing (mm)

TECHNICAL DATA

DIMENSIONS 300mm x 50mm THICKNESS 17 mm

AREA 67 tiles / m2 ±  0.015 m2  / tile WEIGHT ±  40.96 kg / m2

COLOURS P0L | P1X2 | P30 | P35 | P36 | P37 | P38 | P42 | P45 | P46 | P47 | P55 | P58 | P68 | *

FINISH Silk

MATERIAL Limesite™ (high performance, integrally coloured concrete)

SUITABILITY Indoor | Outdoor | Wet Areas# USE Wall

PACKAGING

BOX DIMENSIONS BOX B03 FULL PALLET DIMENSIONS PALLET

L W H tiles area weight L W H boxes area weight

320 mm 175 mm 160 mm 27 0.41 m2 ± 16.6 kg 1000 mm 1231 mm 612 mm 63 ±25.52 m2 ± 1045 kg

Silk finish: Lowveld Coal

*Colour variance is an inherent property of our products as they are handmade and colour may vary from tile to tile. The onus is on the client to confirm 
colours by looking at physical samples and completed projects. Custom colour development available on request. Please refer to the website for more 
information.
#Wolkberg recommends applying a protective nano coat layer of Wolkseal Diamond over tiles and grouting post installation. Please refer to the website 
for Care & Maintenance details.
Wolkberg recommends implementing a simple maintenance program in public spaces. For more information email: design@wolkberg.com

Disclaimer: All data is based on averages as our products are handmade and can vary from tile to tile.
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HAUS TILE
TILING LAYOUT POSSIBILITIES

3.2.1.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8.

These tessellations have been selected for their visual effect and beauty. We have taken into account tile dimensions and tile variations. We’re trying to 
take the mystery out of bespoke tiling - if you have any feedback please get in touch.
If you need further assistance, kindly email: design@wolkberg.com or design1@wolkberg.com

Copyright of tile style/dimensions and tessellations belongs to Wolkberg Casting Studios (Pty) Ltd
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Wolkberg Mountain Range, Limpopo, South Africa
© Willie Botha
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ABOUT LIMESITE

SPECIFICATIONS

Wolkberg began the research and development of Limesite in 2013. This 
journey lead to a truly superior cementitious material like no other on the 
market with abundant opportunities in product design due to its unique 
aesthetic appearance and Wolkberg Dimensions surface.

Limesite does not use any reinforcing, glass fibre or polymer in its 
composition. The strength comes from carefully considered chemistry and 
production methods. This allows us to shape it into anything we can dream of 
and opens new doors of possibility in pre-cast concrete product design. No 
mess, no fuss.

Wolkberg's advanced casting and manufacturing processes ensure that a 
consistent, quality product leaves the factory sealed and cured to perfection 
which reduces the possibility of typical defects associated with concrete 
(cracking and shrinkage).

Wolkberg products are successfully used to create inspiring spaces by 
leading architects, interior designers and commercial brands across 
Southern Africa, and the world. Wolkberg’s range of surface finishes beckons 
every creative to dare and be different.

SURFACE WEIGHT 64kg / m2

STRENGTH 80mpa - 120mpa

THICKNESS 10mm - 25 mm (depending on range & product)

COLOUR OPTIONS Multiple (see page)

FINISH OPTIONS Silk or Dimensions

FEATURES Stain, scratch & heat resistant
Easy care and maintenance routine
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WOLKBERG CASTING STUDIOS (PTY) LTD

183B Abraham van Wyk Road
Ruimsig, Johannesburg, 1732

South Africa

+27 71 506 4829
ramielle@wolkberg.com

www.wolkberg.com
@wokberg_casting_studios

© All images belong to Wolkberg Casting Studios unless otherwise indicated.
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